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Land Use Planning Policy and Regulatory Requirements

Official Plan
The subject property is designated as C e n t r a l A r e a on S c h e d u l e B – U r b a n P o l i c y P l a n .
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Excerpt from Schedule B – Urban Policy Plan – Central Area designation
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The Central Area is the economic and cultural heart of the city and the symbolic heart of the nation, based on its
unique combination of employment, government, retail, housing, entertainment and cultural activities. It is also
the main tourist destination in the National Capital Region, with 5.5 million visitors yearly. These policies promote
the Central Area’s vital role in the city, its distinct identity and heritage character, as well as the primacy of the
Parliament Buildings and other national symbols. The Plan also aims to enhance the diversity and attractiveness
of the Central Area by encouraging a broad range of land uses and day/night, year-round activities. This aim will
be supported by the protection of residential neighbourhoods in and near the Central Area and an increasing
number of downtown area dwelling units, including a vibrant urban community on LeBreton Flats.

The Château Laurier is a key element of the downtown area as it not only supports the intended function
of the Central Area by providing hotel accommodations and related services but it is also recognized as a
local and national symbol of Ottawa. The proposed addition will further complement and support this role.
The policies of the Central Area impose various building and design controls through the protection of
important views of Parliament Hill and related national monuments and symbols. These policies limit the
height and building mass of adjacent development to ensure the prominence and visibility of these
features. These policies have been used to inform the design process of the proposed addition.

	
  

	
  

Central Area Secondary Plan – The Canal Character Area

Redevelopment of the Château Laurier is subject to urban design considerations and design review
arising from the Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy. As such, the proposal has received
preliminary review by the Urban Design Review Panel and has been presented on two occasions to the
National Capital Commission Advisory Panel on Planning, Design and Realty (ACPDR) as part of the
development review process.
The Château Laurier redevelopment is subject to the C e n t r a l A r e a S e c o n d a r y P l a n found in S e c t i o n
1 . 0 o f V o l u m e 2 A of the Official Plan. The Secondary Plan, adopted prior to amalgamation, provides
more detailed land use and design direction for various parts of the Central Area. The subject property is
part of the Character Area known as S e c t i o n 1 . 7 - T h e C a n a l . The following excerpt from this section
provides a summary of the intent for development and redevelopment:
1.7.1 Vision
Image
In the future, the greenway system, waterway corridors, historic buildings, and cultural institutions of the Canal
area will attract residents from throughout the Ottawa metropolitan area, tourists from across Canada, and
employees from local government facilities, as well as the nearby Core. This unique historical open space
environment will continue to provide an attractive, enjoyable setting for an increased variety of year-round
activities which optimize its use and celebrate Ottawa's identity as the nation's capital.
1.7.3 Policies
Users and Development Compatible with Unique Environment
a.

	
  

City Council shall support predominantly leisure, ceremonial, cultural, institutional, judicial, conference
and government uses within the Canal Character Area. City Council shall also support and promote
limited appropriate commercial and complementary uses, particularly those which contribute to the
enjoyment of the waterway corridors of the Canal and the Ottawa River, such as outdoor cafés or
small restaurants. City Council shall ensure, together with other governments, that development within
the area:
i.

is predominantly low to medium profile, and respects and is sensitive to the unique historic open
space environment of the Canal area, and to nearby heritage resources, in accordance with
Policy c) below

i

respects existing significant views from, within and through the area, particularly those of the
Parliament Buildings and other significant resources as identified in the Central Area Secondary
Policy Plans; and

iii

minimizes potential vehicular impacts on the predominantly pedestrian-oriented character of the
area.

	
  

It is clear that the proposed addition to the Château Laurier is consistent with the intended uses and
building scale and height that is described in the secondary plan.

Additions

Zoning By-law

(3) Despite the provisions of the underlying zone, an addition to a building in an area to which an heritage
overlay applies is permitted only if:

The	
   subject property is zoned Mixed Use Downtown Zone (see Annex) with a floor space index of 4.5
( M D 	
   F 	
   ( 4 . 5 ) ) . 	
  	
  	
  

(a) the height of the walls and the height and slope of the roof of the addition do not exceed those of
the building;

The following excerpt provides the general intent of this zone:
MD - Mixed-Use Downtown Zone (Sec. 193-194)

(b) In Areas A, B and C on Schedule 1,

Purpose of the Zone

(i) the side yard setback of the addition is at least 60 cm. greater than that of the wall of the
building located closest to the side lot line, except in the case of shared lot lines between dwelling
units that are permitted to be vertically attached where the required side yard setback is 0 metres,
(By-law 2015-190)

The purpose of the MD – Mixed-Use Downtown Zone is to:
(1) support the Central Area, as designated in the Official Plan, as the central place in the region for
employment and shopping while also allowing residential, cultural and entertainment uses;

(ii) it is located entirely within the rear yard, or in the interior yard abutting the rear yard and
complies with the rear yard setback of the underlying zone, except where the building has a noncomplying rear yard setback the addition may be built to that rear yard setback, but in no case may
be less than 3.0 metres; and

(2) ensure that the Character Areas in the Central Area, namely the Core Area, the Parliamentary
Precinct, the ByWard Market, the Rideau/Congress Centre, the Canal Area, Lowertown, Upper Town,
Sandy Hill West, LeBreton Flats and the four Business Improvement Areas, Rideau, Sparks, ByWard
Market and Bank Streets, continue to serve as primary business or shopping areas and maintain their
distinct character;

(c) it is not located within a front yard. (By-law 2014-289)
(4) Despite Section 65, projections are not permitted into the front, corner side yard or side yard in an area
to which an heritage overlay applies, except in the case of:

(3) facilitate more intense, compatible and complementary development to ensure that the active,
pedestrian-oriented environment at street level, particularly along Bank Street, Sparks Street and
Rideau Street is sustained; and

(a) a ramp used for handicap access as long as that ramp does not exceed the minimal dimensions
mentioned in the Building Code for a ramp in a barrier-free path of travel; or

(4) impose development standards that will protect the visual integrity and symbolic primacy of the
Parliament Buildings and be in keeping with the existing scale, character and function of the various
Character Areas and Business Improvement Areas in the Central Area while having regard to the
heritage structures of the Central Area.

(b) the use of a lot in Areas A (Central Area) or B (Inner City) on Schedule 1 that was vacant prior to
April 19, 1978.
(5) (a) Despite the provisions of Section 101 (Minimum Parking Space Rates), parking is not required for
any use within a building:

The proposed addition of 218 guest rooms for long term stay as a complementary use to the existing
hotel conforms to the general intent and permitted uses of this zone.

(i)

(ii) that is classified as Category 1 or 2 in the City of Ottawa Heritage Reference List, in an area to
which an heritage overlay applies.

Based on the existing floor space developed on site, there is room for an additional 16,292.98 square
metres under the current zoning. Given that the proposed design is approximately 14,765.7 square
metres, the proposal would conform to the FSI performance standard of 4.5.

(b) Subsection (5)(a) does not apply to a use created in an addition to a Category 1 or 2 building, and
parking for any use located within such an addition must be provided in accordance with the provisions
of Section 101.

The site is also subject to S e c t i o n 6 0 – H e r i t a g e O v e r l a y which imposes additional performance
standards relating to the historic importance of the building and surrounding context. The following are the
relevant provisions:

(c) Nothing in this subsection applies so as to permit the elimination of a parking space required on the
day prior to the enactment of this by-law except for the exemption provided in subsections 100(7) and
100(10). (By-law 2009-302)

60. Despite the provisions of the underlying zone, the following provisions apply to land uses within an area
affected by an heritage overlay, in order to encourage the retention of existing heritage buildings by offering
zoning incentives to reuse the buildings, and to limit the size and location of additions to preserve the
heritage character of the original building:

(6) A parking lot is prohibited in a front yard or corner side yard abutting a street in an area to which an
heritage overlay applies.
(7) A parking garage in an area to which an heritage overlay applies must be setback from a front or
corner side lot line a minimum of:

General Provisions
(1) Where a building in an area to which an heritage overlay applies is removed or destroyed it must be
rebuilt with the same character and at the same scale, massing, volume, floor area and in the same
location as existed prior to its removal or destruction. (By-law 2014-289) (By-law 2015-281) (By-law
2014-289)
(2) In Areas A or B on Schedule 1, Subsection (1) does not apply to the use of a lot that was vacant prior to
April 19, 1978 and, instead, the provisions of the underlying zone apply to the use of that vacant lot.

	
  

that is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O.1990; or

(a) the same distance as the building to which it is an addition; or
(b) the equivalent of the setback required for the underlying zone, whichever is greater.

	
  
The proposed addition involves the demolition of an existing parking structure on the site which triggers
the application of Section 60 (1). Notwithstanding this structure is not included in the National Heritage
Site designation of the Château Laurier, it is captured by the broader Part IV designation under the
Ontario Heritage Act which includes the entire lot. Given the wording of the clause, the literal

interpretation would limit any addition to that of a parking garage precluding any ability to increase the
active primary hotel uses on this property.
In view of the noncompliance with Section 60 (1), it is intended to file an application for minor variance to
seek relief to permit the proposed addition. The current parking structure is a utilitarian addition which
offers no intrinsic benefit to the heritage nature of the hotel property other than the provision of parking
necessary to support the operations of the hotel. Its demolition and replacement with underground
parking along with the addition of new hotel suites is a far better use of the site given its prominent
location in the downtown.
In general, the height and mass of the addition have been designed to be subordinate to the existing roof
line and building setbacks of the Château Laurier. In compliance with Section 60 (3), the proposed
addition has been designed:

·
·

to be at or lower than the height of the walls and existing roof line;

·
·

to be set back 3 metres from the rear property line in compliance with (b)(ii); and

so that the east wing is set back .6 m from the ground up while the west wing has matched the
existing non-complying setback of the garage structure and then stepped back at 4 storeys by .6
m;
to be located wholly in the rear yard when the non-complying rights of the existing parking
structure are taken into consideration.

The remaining provisions of the Heritage Overlay do not apply to this proposal.
Summary Opinion

Based on my review of the relevant sections of the Official Plan and Zoning By-law, it is my opinion that
the proposed addition to the Château Laurier as currently designed and contained in the submission to
the National Capital Commission Advisory Committee on Planning, Design and Realty, is in conformity
with these documents and represents good land use planning.

	
  

Heritage, Context and Evolution

The Château Laurier is a significant National landmark that contributes to the quintessential picturesque
character of its Capital core setting. Larco has invested in a thorough study/Heritage Inventory of the
significant heritage resources of, and around, the Château Laurier: the primary national symbols and
cultural landscape surrounding this private property will be respected. The understanding of this heritage
significance is the start: Larco intends to carry on this respect through the development of a compatible
design responsive to the public realm and the protection of the heritage asset through the design
and during construction. Larco has invested in the purchase of the City’s 3D model of the City core, to
assist the designers with the comprehensive understanding of the context, and the competent design of
the addition within that context and with respect to associated significant views and viewsheds.
In the big picture, this proposal is for the building’s next addition, after the 1912 original, the 1929 east
wing addition, and the 1960’s parking garage addition. Among many other attributes, the proposed design
corrects the problems created by the 1960’s parking addition, moving the urban interface away from an
auto-centric effort to a more urban public realm solution. This is done by investing in multiple levels of
underground parking and by serving and enhancing the pedestrian/cycling environment surrounding the
east end of the property through quality, connective landscape design that patterns the existing
Confederation Blvd. context and helps knit together and strengthen some existing weaknesses in
proximity, such as the parking and loading areas that detract from MacKenzie Avenue.
Response to Historic Place
The Hotel Addition creates a 21st century architectural response to the historic Château Laurier. Our
team has researched and developed a thorough understanding of the existing designated heritage
building and of the iconic cultural landscape in which it sits. Additional analysis of the building and
historic surroundings can be found in the appended “Heritage Inventory and Context Review” document
prepared by the heritage consultant.
With a national landmark of this significance, the first step in conceiving an addition is to consider the
character and underlying orders of the powerful and memorable surrounding cultural landscape such
as (including but not limited to):

·

·

The Parliament Buildings with their overall presence as a series of “pavilions in the park”; their full
display of picturesque massing, structural ornament, and careful manipulation of texture and colour for
surface effect valued by the High Victorian designer (primarily applicable to East and West Block and
supported by Centre Block); their various towers that are visible within the surrounding contexts at a
variety of scales; their role as the seat of the Federal Government; their considered response to the
substantially varied surrounding context; their integration and response to the surrounding natural and
designed landscape.
The Parliamentary Precinct and Confederation Boulevard with their role in connecting various
institutions and landscapes of National significance within the core of the National Capital Region
(Ottawa-Gatineau); their role in connecting the two sides of the Ottawa River; their consistency in
finishes (pavers, lighting, signage); their integration of buildings and sites from various periods; their ongoing management and enhancement for use by the local population, all Canadian citizens and visitors
from other countries.

·

The bluffs of Parliament Hill with their dramatic siting on a hill overlooking the Ottawa River; their role
within the larger 9-hectare, Picturesque style landscape that rises from Wellington Street and falls
sharply behind the Library at the forested cliff that bounds the river; their overall integrity and
abundance of natural elements, including the mature trees and shrubs and the cliff-side environment.

·

The Ottawa River with its large size and various water and shoreline features; its relationship to
surrounding built and natural landscape elements; the views to and from the river and the surrounding
built and natural landscape elements; its role as represented in many iconic views of the capital
precinct; its relationship with the Rideau Canal and other connecting water bodies.

·

The Rideau Canal and Locks, with its dramatic setting at the mouth of the Ottawa River below
Wellington Street; its period engineering accomplishments including the cascade of manually-operated
locks that traverse the significant grade difference to arrive at the Ottawa River; its canal bed; its
various built structures including the former Commissarat Building (Bytown Museum) and Lock Office;
its connections to the surrounding environment; its on-going seasonal operation.

·

Nepean Point with its with its setting atop the banks of the Ottawa River; its relationship with the
Alexandra Bridge; its panoramic views to Parliament Hill and the overall Capital Core Cultural
Landscape; its role in the early colonization and discovery of the Ottawa region.

·

Major’s Hill Park with its setting atop the banks of the Rideau Canal and Ottawa River; its large open
green space and various landscape treatments; its urban edge along Mackenzie Avenue; its views both
within the park and views to and from outside the park; its physical and visual relationship to the
Chateau Laurier located at its south boundary on land that was formerly part of the park’s land holdings.

·

The Chateau Laurier with its romantic setting atop the banks of the Ottawa River and overlooking the
Rideau Canal; its proximity to Parliament Hill and to other federal government buildings in the Ottawa
downtown core; its picturesque silhouette, created by a broad range of medieval detail, including
turrets, machicolations, and finialed and crocketed gables.

The second step is to consider the elements, characteristics and underlying cues that underpin the
building and contribute to its heritage character:
The fundamental architectural components of the historic structure – its massive limestone base, its plain,
smooth limestone walls with regular patterns of deeply incised “punched” windows, its interstitial transition
layer below the roofline, that acts like a “zipper” to tie the roof and walls together and its iconic irregular
roofscape with distinctive silhouette– results in a varied but cohesive composition, and a wealth of design
cues that have been fundamentally considered with the design of this concept and that can be considered
and re-interpreted as the initial design concept is refined during design development. Parks
Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (S&Gs) - Standard
11 reads: “Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements when creating any new additions
to an historic place or any related new construction. Make the new work physically and visually
compatible with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic place.” We are using the S&Gs
generally and this Standard 11 particularly as a reference point for evaluating the responsiveness of the
addition design to the existing historic building and heritage-rich surrounding context.
As an initial departure point, the proposed design concept provides a series of moves made that
specifically respond to the existing heritage building including:

·

Separating the addition into east and west wings, physically and visually associated with the existing
wings of the Château;

·
·

Supporting the new wings on a horizontal base aligned with the base of the Château;

·

Maintaining the exact same noble materials as the historic place, for the addition: limestone, copper
and glass windows, i.e.:
- employing Indiana limestone on the addition, matching the existing façade walling material
- cladding the Addition roofs in copper, like the heritage building, to set them off from the walls.

Reopening the north wall of the historic main ballroom to once again allow natural light to flow into the
space and connect it with a new interior/exterior courtyard;

These initial moves are generally responsive and will serve as a good foundation for the proposed
addition’s design evolution going forward. Detailed design development will build upon these, adding
nuance to the proposed concept design and arriving at a design solution that balances the heritage
character of the Château Laurier and the surrounding context with the desire to create a contemporary
addition that is of its time, continuing the evolution embodied in the Château property.

Source: Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, Minutes, June 1980, January 1981. / Commission des lieux et monuments historiques du Canada, procès-verbal, juin 1980, janvier 1981.
For more information: Heritage Inventory and Context Review chateauvision.ca/en/project/ Pour obtenir plus de renseignements : Patrimoine - Inventaire et contexte du site Web http://chateauvision.ca/fr/projet/

View looking southeast from Parliament Hill (Circa 1930) / Library and Archives Canada MIKAN 3325342
Vue vers le sud-est de la Colline du Parlement (v. 1930) / Bibliothèque et Archives Canada, MIKAN 3325342

·
·
·
·
·

romantic setting on the banks of the Ottawa River overlooking the Rideau Canal
overlooks Parliament Hill, Confederation Square and Union Station
high-quality materials: copper-sheathed roof, pale Indiana limestone cladding
classic Château-style railway hotel: massive, picturesque silhouette defined by
steeply-pitched roofs, gables, dormers, towers and turrets
symmetrical front façade: octagonal pavilions flank an arcaded loggia entrance,
vertically accented by a strip of oriel windows

Aerial view looking northeast through Connaught Square (pre-1927) / Library and Archives Canada MIKAN 3325320
Vue aérienne vers le nord-est par le carré Connaught (pré-1927) Bibliothèque et Archives Canada, MIKAN 3325320

·
·
·
·

·

cadre romantique sur les rives de la rivière des Outaouais dominant le canal Rideau
surplombe la Colline du Parlement, la Place de la Confédération et la gare Union
matériaux de grande qualité: toit en cuivre ouvragé, revêtement de calcaire de l’Indiana
hôtel de chemin de fer de style château classique : dimension imposante et pittoresque
définie par un toit fortement incliné, des pignons et des lucarnes, des tours et des
tourelles
façade symétrique: pavillons octogonaux encadrant une loggia surmontée d’une arcade,
accentuée par une série d’oriels

A Site of Cultural + Historic Significance / Un site d’importance culturelle et historique

Schematic Design/
Design schématique

Preliminary Concept Design/
Design et conception
préliminaires

Start/Début
• Heritage Roundtable / Table ronde sur le patrimoine
• Heritage Inventory / Inventaire du patrimoine
• Heritage Consultant Recommendations to Design Team
Recommandation du consultant en matière de patrimoine à l’équipe du design
• Heritage Considerations at UDRP and ACPDR
Aspects à envisager pour le patrimoine au CEDU (comité d’examen du design urbain)
et au CCUDI (Comité consultatif de l’urbanisme, du design et de l’immobilier
• Heritage Input from Public / Commentaires du public au sujet du patrimoine

• UDRP/ACPDR Second Round / Deuxième table ronde du CEDU et du CCUDI
• Public Second Round / Deuxième table ronde du CEDU et du CCUDI
• Heritage Consultant Recommendations to Design Team
Recommandation du consultant en matière de patrimoine à l’équipe du design
• Refinements / Améliorations
• CHIS to be Written / ÉIPC (études d’impact sur le patrimoine culturel) à rédiger

Site Plan Submission / Présentation du plan du site

Heritage Considerations Timeline / Échéanciers des aspects à envisager pour le patrimoine

Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
Parks Canada
Second Edition - 2011

Les Normes et lignes directrices pour la conservation des lieux patrimoniaux au
Canada

Parcs Canada

deuxième édition - 2011

Heritage Overlay (Sec. 60) - City of Ottawa
Zoning By-law No. 2008-250

Règlement de zonage no 2008-250, secteur désigné à valeur patrimoniale (art. 60) - Ville d’Ottawa
Le Règlement de zonage No. 2008-250

Chateau Laurier Urban Design Guidance
National Capital Commission (NCC)
Preliminary Study - 2008

Orientation du design urbain du Château Laurier

Commission de la capitale nationale (CCN)
études préliminaires - 2008

Guiding Documents / Documents directeurs

11.

Conserve the heritage value and characterdefining elements when creating any new
additions to an historic place or any related new
construction. Make the new work physically
and visually compatible with, subordinate to
and distinguishable from the historic place.
- SGCHPC

11.

Conserver la valeur patrimoniale et les éléments
caractéristiques lorsqu’on construit des ajouts à
un lieu patrimonial ou de nouvelles constructions
contiguës. S’assurer que les nouveaux
éléments sont compatibles physiquement et
visuellement avec le lieu patrimonial, qu’ils en
sont subordonnés et qu’ils s’en distinguent.
- NLDCLPC

Standards / Normes

1912

1929

Architects: Ross and MacFarlane
Architectes: Ross and MacFarlane

Architects: John S. Archibald & John Schofield
Architectes: John S. Archibald & John Schofield

South & West Wings / Ailes sud et ouest

1960s / 1985

East Wing / Aile de l’est

Parking Garage / Porte Cochère & Conservatory

1960s: parking garage addition to the north facade /
ajout d’un garage de stationnement le côté nord dans les années 1960
1985: porte cochère and conservatory addition to the south facade
ajout d’une nouvelle porte-cochère et une verrière ont été greffés à la
façade sur le côté sud

LAC MIKA 3325303

LAC MIKA 3325297

LAC MIKA 3353637

LAC MIKA 3358800

Building Evolution / Évolution de l’édifice

•
•
•
•
•

Heritage Materials Management Protocols
Construction Process Protection
Design: New Separate from Existing
Minimal Intervention: Light Touch New on Existing
Preservation of Existing: Good Stewardship

•
•
•
•
•

Protocoles de gestion des documents du patrimoine
Protection du processus de construction
Design: nouvelle partie distincte de la partie existante
Intervention minimale: légères retouches sur partie existante
Conservation de la partie actuelle: bonne intendance

Physical Protection / Protection physique

View northeast over Major’s Hill Park
Vue vers le nord-est du parc Major

View north from Wellington Street down the Rideau Canal
Vue vers le nord de la rue Wellington sur le canal Rideau

View east from Parliament Hill
Vue vers l’est de la Colline du Parlement

View northeast from Confederation Square
Vue vers le nord-est de la Place de la Confédération

Context / contexte

Site Context / Plan d’aménagement

Byward Market
Marché Byward

Parliament Hill
Colline du Parlement

Walkable Connections / Connexions piétonnières

Byward Market
Marché Byward

Parliament Hill
Colline du Parlement

View From Green-to-Green / Vue d’une zone verte à l’autre

Architecture

RESPONSE TO UDRP RECOMMENDATIONS, 1 SEPTEMBER 2016

The City of Ottawa has a rich architectural history on which we have drawn for
inspiration, ranging from the Neo-Gothic assemblage of buildings on Parliament Hill, to the Loire Valleyinflected Château itself, as well as the Modernist Public Service Alliance of Canada Building, and the
Post-Modernist Embassy of the United States. The palette of materials and form language of the Addition
is governed by the example set by the Chateau Laurier: strongly patterned façades, deeply-set windows
and iconic rooflines expressed in limestone and standing seam copper cladding.

The UDRP expressed concerns re: height and massing of the Addition overshadowing the Hotel at the
skyline, obstructing the roofline and views of the iconic roof from Major’s Hill Park. The UDRP also
expressed concern that the scale of the east block floor plate would obscure views of the hotel from
Mackenzie Avenue.

Design Language

T h e P r o g r a m The proposed addition will occupy the north end of the site, replacing the existing four2
storey parking garage with five levels of below-grade parking, and 14,765.7 m of new development which
is partitioned to create 218 premium rental apartments.
F o r m a n d M a s s i n g The East and West Pavilions, 11- and 12-storeys respectively, stand to the north
of the hotel, extending the east and west façades along Mackenzie Avenue and the Rideau Canal,
respectively. A three-storey base supports the buildings, programmed with rental units that face into a
2
landscaped 650 m courtyard, creating a visual connection from the Addition to Major's Hill Park and the
Gatineau Hills beyond. The massing and set-back upper floors are compatible with the Château’s existing
roofscape silhouette, and provide a dignified and deferential response to this iconic building.

The courtyard activates the core of the Addition, providing a beautiful urban green space that creates a
new exterior function space contiguous with the hotel ballroom. Evoking the French influences of the
Château’s architecture, the courtyard creates a formal terminus to the ceremonial path that begins at the
Grand Hall at the Château’s entrance.
D e s i g n a n d M a t e r i a l i t y The Addition offers a modern reinterpretation of the heritage character of the
Hotel, with a vocabulary of Indiana limestone, copper, and glass. Its massing reiterates the tripartite
design of the heritage building: the piano nobile of the hotel extending to the new construction at grade,
while deeply inset window frames that lighten the massing of the frame buildings above the base. The
roofs are clad in vertical seamed copper with expressive, delicate dormer-like windows and setbacks that
reference, but do not compete with, the lines of Château Laurier’s iconic roof.

	
  

The height of the East Pavilion has been reduced by 1 storey (3 metres), and the Pavilion itself has been
set back 0.6m from the east property line. The top two floors have been setback at the East façade by 9
metres, to open up the skyview from Mackenzie Avenue. The West Pavilion has been set back 0.6m from
the property line, beginning at Level 4. These revisions serve to reduce the visual impact of the Addition
on the roofline of the Hotel as viewed from Mackenzie Avenue, from Major’s Hill Park, and from the
Rideau Canal. The transition from the middle to top expression of the Addition, at Floor 10 of the East
Pavilion and Floor 11 of the West Pavilion are directly aligned with the springpoint of the roof of the hotel.
The UDRP appreciated the balance of glass and solid elements, and supported the “clean
contemporary design of the middle portion of the building”. However, the Panel recommended
strengthening the vertical rhythm of the Addition to reinforce the connection between old and new,
adding variety to the building base, while refining the rhythm, proportion and angle of the roof
[dormer] elements to more closely resemble the Château.

The dormer elements have been made more slender, which reduces the size of the individual window
elements and creates a visual rhythm closer to that of the historical roofline. Limestone cladding lines the
dormer frames, and vision glass components have been added between the dormers. The result is to
create a lighter, more vertical expression to the façade, extending the language of vertical stone piers
rising from the base through the midsection of the two Pavilions.
The UDRP remarked that the drop-off design improved from the last iteration. The Panel suggested
the integration of public space and uses at grade on the west side of the Addition, to preserve the
land along the Rideau Canal as public space. Additionally, the Panel recommended that the green roof
be somehow connected with Major’s Hill Park, and that the placement and visibility of utilities and
louvres must be considered so as not to detract from the public realm.

Derek, do you want to respond to this?

Design Elements / Éléments du design

Sectional Connected Spaces / Espaces raccordés en section

Materials + Proportions / Matériaux et proportions

Porosity / Affluence

View from Confederation Square / Vue de la Place de la Confédération

View from Wellington Street Bridge / Vue du pont de la rue Wellington

View from Wellington Street Bridge / Vue du pont de la rue Wellington

View from Rideau Street / Vue de la rue Rideau

///

Interior Courtyard / Cour intérieure

Entrance from Mackenzie Avenue / Entrée de l’avenue Mackenzie

View from Alexandra Bridge / Vue du pont Alexandra

Ground Floor Plan / Plan du rez-de-chaussée

PROPOSED CHÂTEAU LAURIER ADDITION – SUBMISSION FOR SITE PLAN APPROVAL
DESIGN BRIEF
Landscape

Urban Design and Public Realm

The existing planting currently buffering the parking structure will be retained with some selective thinning
and pruning of the under storey, thus maintaining the scale of existing green buffer whilst allowing filtered
views through and beneath the canopy.

The proposed design offers the opportunity to strengthen the relationship between the Hotel and Major’s
Hill Park with a richly layered edge between Mackenzie Avenue / ByWard Market and the Canal. We
hope to be able to further explore opportunities to articulate this connection, through an exchange of
ideas and feedback with the City. This treatment of the east Major’s Hill Park edge will be extended along
Mackenzie Avenue in front of the Château addition, with a tiered sidewalk along the new eastern plaza
forecourt providing continuity along Confederation Boulevard and a strong gesture toward Major’s Hill
Park. The plaza forecourt will feature a tree bosque creating an outdoor park room, combined with a
linear seating terrace that is integrated into a water feature. The material and detailing of the new plaza
entry court will be contemporary in its expression, while strongly complementing the Mackenzie Avenue
streetscape.

The courtyard provides an important extension of the hotel ballroom, providing a flexible space for
outdoor events and functions. Shade-tolerant trees combined with a frame of boxwood and permanent
seating provide a soft visual screen between ballroom courtyard and grade-related hotel units. A simple
paving of complementary Indiana limestone allows the flexibility for moveable outdoor seating,
performance space, and will support periodic foot traffic suitable for an high quality events space.
The hotel ballroom will be planted with a significant green roof, providing a unique series of garden
spaces for visual interest, enhanced ecological function, and food production for the hotel. The southern
section of extensive green roof will feature indigenous sedums and grasses characteristic of the natural
meadow landscapes of the Ottawa region. The green roof will serve to enhance the local urban ecology,
retain storm water and provide a visually compelling connection with Major’s Hill Park. The mid section of
the green roof above the ballroom features a parterre kitchen garden inspired by the Chateau hotel
architecture, whose boxwood patterning is derived from the motifs found within the hotel’s interior. The
parterres provide defined spaces for growing fruits, vegetables and herbs for use in the hotel restaurants.
The northerly section of the green roof above the ballroom features an apiary that builds on the existing
beekeeping efforts by the hotel. A grid of custom designed beehives serves as red sculptural follies on
grid within a second parterre garden, and will be used to propagate bees for pollination of the roof garden,
and for honey production.
The podium roof between the east and west hotel additions will feature an accessible roof terrace as an
outdoor amenity for the adjacent residences. The terrace will include a number of shared amenities,
including a reflecting pool, fire pit and outdoor living room with unobstructed views of Major’s Hill Park.

	
  

The north interface between the project and Major’s Hill Park maintains the existing grove of deciduous
and coniferous trees that will be selectively thinned to allow sight lines between the garden suites and the
park, whilst maintaining the natural tree line definition that is characteristic of the southern end of the
park. Elevated garden terraces create a desirable public/private separation between the private hotel
suites and the park, defined by a linear stone wall that serves visually as a continuous, civically scaled
‘plinth' for the hotel extension.
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